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004 LS  BANGKOK  SKYLINE With its famous skyline of glittering  spiresÿ

Bÿgkokÿ the capital of Thailandÿ plus host to

more than two million tourists each year.

013 TOURIST TAKING
PHOTOGRAPHS

Visitors from all over the world come to

admire and photograph the speetaculeaÿ temples.

026 BOATS IN THE
FLOATING MARKET

The floating market is another famous tourist

attraction.

FLOATING MARKET
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032 Sometimes called the Venice of the East, Bangkok

was built on the banks of a wide riverÿ and is

erissÿcrossed by a network of canals°
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O53 WATER  TAXI   RACING
UNDER BRIDGE

But this most beautiful city is also one of

the world's noisiest°

Powered by enormous enginesÿ hundreds of water

taxis ply the canals - sometimes at alarming

speeds°

The children at the Bhadungsit Pittaya school,

which is right next to a canal, find it hard

to hear their teachers above the din°  Lessons

are interrupted every time a boat passes.

068 CHILDREN DRAWING
POSTERS

Concerned about the noise sad other kinds of

pollution, some of the children drew posters

and lettered signs asking the boatmen to slow down°

O77 CHILDREN
DEMONSTRATING  ON
BRIDGE

Sometimes the boat drivers do comply°

\

But boats are not the only soÿee of noise

pollution in Bangkok°

095 STUDENTS  GETTING
READY TO
DEMONSTRATE

These young people are protesting traffic noise°

Students from several high schools in the city

have gotten together to organize wel! eoÿordinated

demonstrations at some of the busiest intersections°
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io8 STUDENTS HANDING OUT
PÿIPHLRÿS  TO  DRIVERS

They are distributing pamphlets to ÿivers

asking them to get their mufflers adjusted°

126 DRIVER LOOKING AT
PAMPHÿT  -  DRIVING
OFF

The traffic noise in Bangkok is made almost unbearableÿ

by the large number of motor bikes and three-wheeled

taxicabs on the roads°

134 BOY HOLDING
DECIBEL METER

The decibel count sometimes gets well into the

unheÿthy range°   But the fact that the coming

generation is concerned is a good sign for the

future°
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